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Minors in bars
still a problem
Police, unsure of answers, don't
have personnel to cure problem
By CHUCK FREDERICK
Editor- in - Chief

Winonan photo by Dave Rood

Raquel Yurch performs a vault Saturday vault . TheWarriors took firstplace in the
during the Winona State Hardee's War- tournament with a score of 173.0. Turn to
nor Classic. She received an 8.7 on the page 14 for a full rundown on the meet.

Underage drinking in and out of bars is
an increasing problem in Winona, a problem which police haven't the manpower to
handle.
Winona Lt. Dave Knight said Monday
that in-depth investigations into the situation just aren't realistic due to a lack of
personnel.
"It's a tough thing to enforce," he said. "I
don't Icnow the answers. About all we can
do are periodic spot checks. It's a problem
that's become bigger."
Knight said that periodic checks involve
uniformed officers going into bars to check
the crowd for minors.
He said it is difficult to make many arrests, though, since it is not illegal for someone under 21 to be in the bar. He said that
not until the person attempts to purchase
alcohol can he be nabbed. Most bars check
IDs at the door to prevent underaged people
from attempting to purchase.
Of the spot checks he said, "That's been
pretty effective because they don't know
when we'll show up.
"When you have a college town, you
have to put up with this," he said.
He said he knows what problems exist.
He said police know that high school students are drinking with college-age students, that students are being forced to
drink at house parties and in cars and that
there are some bars which make it easy for
underaged drinkers to have a few.

Winonan reporter Sue Peterson
contributed to this story.
Gar Bowlen, a bartender at Nasty Habit,
102 Johnson St., said it's difficult to check
the ages of everyone when the bar is
crowded and that he knows minors get into
the bar occasionally. Nasty Habit checks
IDs at the bar, not at the door.
"(The police) want us to card more,"
Bowlen said. "It's not worth it to get a
ticket."
Knight said if a bar is caught serving
minors, it could be shut down for days.
"Most bars are careful because they can't
afford to get shut down," Knight said.
Dan Wilson, head bouncer at Lang's Bar
and Cafe, 179 E. 3rd St., said Lang's checks
everyone who walks through the door. He
said more and more underage drinkers try
to get in since they don't have anywhere
else to go to drink.
Knight said that the media and societal
attitudes contribute to the problem.
Beer commercials that show beautiful
people in perfect shape enjoying a beer on a
gorgeous day are unrealistic he said.
He said scenes like these and alcohol just
don't go together.
"But that's the message it's sending to
See Minors, page 2

Two proposals made in CST purchase
By CHERYL FUNK
Staff Reporter

A Winona State University task force_
condensed two months of research and have
come up with two prelimenary proposals on
how the university could use the College of
Saint Teresa campus.
WSU professor Wayne Dunbar, chairperson of the College of Saint Teresa Task Force,

said late last week that he wasn't free to give
specifics on the proposals at this time.
"The proposals suggest and name different aspects of the academic area," Dunbar
suggested " and I don't want to be specific
until all the constituents have had a chance to
see them."
Winona State created the task force in
November to gather information about buy-

ing or leasing buildings at the CST site after it
closes this spring. Included on it are WSU
professors, administrators, and one student.
According to Dunbar, the task force is
now waiting for feedback from adminstrators, teachers and other WSU employees who
were given copies of the proposals on Jan. 17.
When they get feedback, they will take another look at the proposals and make any

necessary ad iustments.
Interm President John Kane explained that
the university is working daily on the proposals. State University Board members have
been updated on every step of the process
and will be meeting with Kane Feb. 1.
While he mentioned no specifics, Dunbar
See CST, page 2

Inaccurate poster causes stir in senate
By CHUCK FREDERICK
Editor-in-Chief

Matt Kiraly

In a surprise move at last Wednesday's
student senate meeting, Senator Matt Kiraly
asked for the resignations of senators involved in the making of a poster which told
of today's open student forum on the checkin policy.
He also asked for a full investigation into
the creation of the posters, which he said,
were "intentionally misleading" to students
of Winona State.
The senate's executive board is responsible for the production of the posters.
"We were flabbergasted," said Senator
Steve Clift of Kiraly's actions, which came
during the open forum of the meeting. Clift,
as part of the executive board is one of the
senator's responsible for the poster.
The matter is expected to be discussed in
today's senate executive board meeting. It
is unsure what action might be taken on
Kiraly's charges.

"How do you want me to run an investigation?" Senate Vice President Evan Hartshorn asked at the meeting. "I'm new at
this."
Normally internal investigations are run
by the executive board, but since the executive board is responsible for the creation of
the posters, this type of investigation would
be a conflict of interest,Hartshorn said.
The poster, which was hung around
campus, was criticized by Kiraly in many
areas. (The content of the poster can be
found on page 5, in a letter to the editor
headlined "Clearing the air").
The complaints were rebutted one by
one by Senators Steve Clift and Sarah Macklin.
When asked Monday, Kiraly refused to
talk about his actions in the meeting. The
Winonan was unable to contact him Tuesday.
See Senate, page 2
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Senate
Continued from page 1

The only charge that resulted in
a change on the poster was the student senate signature on the bottom. Since the full senate didn't vote
on the contents of the poster, a
motion was passed to take the poster
down and change the signature to
the student senate executive board.
This was done and the posters went
back up everywhere except the
dorms.
The posters weren't hung in the
dorms, because permission wasn't
granted from the Inter-Residents

CST
Continued from page 1

commented that he, " strongly
suspects some type of lease arrangement will be made first."
There are several programs in
the works including proposals for
housing and the purchasing of property commented John Kosidowski,
acting vice president of student affairs. " We will have some housing

Hall Council to put them up.
In a telephone interview Monday night, Macklin said of the investigation, "I don't know how we
can do that. In sense we did that at
the last meeting. We can keep on
talking about this, I suppose, but
what are we supposed to do, slap
each other on the hand?
"I don't have anything to hide,"
Macklin said. "We had no intention
of misleading anyone."
Clift said the poster was originally drafted by the executive board
in defense of a letter to the editor
printed in the Jan. 11 issue of the
Winonan.
"We were out to inform, not persuade," Clift said in defense of the
poster.
over there no matter what, " Kosidowski said.
Such a lease could be for a number of buildings at the CST site both
dealing with housing and education.
Recommendations were given to
all constituents involved and Kane
backed Dunbar's position by saying, "Until they have had a chance
to see this information, it is an internal matter." _

Minors

Ferden misquoted

Continued from page 1

our kids," he said.
"Until our society talks about
alcohol as a drug, things just aren't
going to change," Knight said. "And
the only way drug abuse will cease
to be a problem is when society
begins to realize we can find a way
to deal with pain" and life's everyday problems without relying on
drugs.
He said the only solution is
through education. The same kind
of attack that was used with cigarette smoking needs to be used now.
"You're going to have to spend
time talking about it and talking
about it and talking about it until
we have a generation or tw-1 who
realize you don't need it .

Housing director John Ferden
was misquoted in last week's issue of the Winonan.
In the page one story about
freshman entrance privileges into
Winona State University's dorms,
it was stated that dorms in
Mankato and Bemidji State Universities had been empty for years.

It is the dorms in Southwest and
Bemidji that are standing empty.
"Residence halls in Mankato
and Bemidji have been empty for
years," Ferden said. "In fact, the
empty dorms in Southwest were
sold to a private investor for $1
each."

R.A. not involved
In a story that appeared on page
two of the Winonan last week, an
incident is incorrectly reported.
In the story about Bob Taylor's
suspension from the dorms it says,
"The "last straw" came when he
and his resident assistant Shawn
Gardner got into a heated argu-

ment over a pizza box left in the
halls. Taylor admitted to yelling
and swearing at Gardner.
The incident did occur, but
Gardner was not involved, he said.
Attempts to reach him before the
story ran were unsuccessful.

For The Day You'll Always Remember...
It's The Bridal Show You'll
Never Forget!

KWNO
Presents:

Romantic
Be innings
'89

STUDENT DISCOUNT!
$21.95 PERM & I
STYLE CUT!

(Appointment recommended)

WITH COUPON ONLY
Not valid with any other offer,
offer expires 4/7/89

COST CUTTERS®

The Year's Most
Exciting Bridal
Show!

I $5.95 HAIRCUT!
I WITH COUPON ONLY
Not valid with
I
any other offer.
I offer expires 4/7/89,

I COST CUTTERS

WINONA MALL 454-6030

Sunday, January 29th
at the Holiday Inn
.

1:00 to 4:00 p.m.
WINONA MALL

COLLEGE NITE
SPECIALS

I

PITCHERS OF
LONG ISLAND TEA

2 FOR 1 MIXED DRINKS
DOUBLE BUBBLE COCKTAILS
PITCHERS OF BEER
THURSDAYS 4PM -1 AM

Center Court With a Fashion Show Set
On a Bridge Over The Holiday inn Pool.
• No Admission Charge...No Tickets Required...Come and Enjoy!
• Thousands of Dollars in Prizes •Free Refreshments

Brought to you by KWNO and These Fine Sponsors:
•The Victorian Plaza Bridals
•Bridal Boutique
•Rosemarie's Floral
•PiCcadilly Limited
•Rose Bowl Floral & Gift
•Holtan's Catalog Showroom
•Alf Photography
•The Wedding Planners
•Linahan's
•Morgan's Jewelers
•Mary Kay Cosmetics
•SMC Food Service
By Marriott
•Steak Shop Catering

•Memory Video
•The Diet Center
•Gogi's Musical Wheels
•Pleasoning Seasonings
•Mingles Fundrinkery
'The Parlor and Den
•Uniglobe Travel of Winona
•Image Associates
•Beno's Deli and Catering
•Perman's
•Discount Liquor
•Patterson Jewelers
•Hardt's Music and Audio
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Business
Student
T-shirt hit
Brad Zunk running own
profitable small business
By CHUCK FREDERICK
Editor-in-Chief
A self-initiated T-shirt selling
venture has bagged one Winona
State University student some big
bucks and some great experience.
Brad Zunk, a junior marketing
major, designed and marketed the
soon-to-be line of "Rough Doggie"
T-shirts.
On his first one, "The official
Winona State Party Shirt" he expects to clear about $500 profit.
"I'm not really in it for the
money," Zunk said. "I just like to
see my work being worn around."
He said he came up with the idea
of creating and selling a T-shirt one
night when he was bored and broke.
"I was sitting around at home
and I didn't have any money to go
out, so I said to myself, "hey, why
don't you make a T-shirt," so I did,"
he said.
He said he came up with the
design for it in one day and also
came up with ideas for future
"Rough Doggie" shirts.
"When I made it up, I looked at it
and said, "I'd buy one." I thought it
was the kind of thing a college student would wear," he said.
He took his design to Squeegee
Tee's, 1461 W. 5th St., and had them

print up 150 shirts with the confidence he would be able to sell them.
He took his design door-to-door
in the dorms and began taking
orders until "I was told not to anymore." A dorm rule prohibits soliciting in the dorms.
But before he had the shirts back,
he had collected close to 100 preorders.
He said he planned for the shirts
to be ready before students left for
Christmas break He got all but one
delivered before the holidays for
those students who wanted to buy
them as gifts.
"Sales have come to a stop now,"
he said. "I think people actually have
to see the T-shirts to want them."
Zunk thinks this venture is helping him in a practical way as well.
"A thing like this helps me in my
classes because I did everything on
my own," he said. "It's like a very
small business of your own, I guess
you could say."
He said he 's not sure if this is the
kind of thing he wants to go into in
the future, but he knows he wants to
do something where he can utilize
his artistic abilities and his business
sense.
"I wouldn't mind getting into
something creative as far as business goes. I don't want to be a desk
person, but I don't want to base my

Winonan photo by Dave Rood

Brad Zunk, Junior marketing major, produced and
is marketing his Rough Doggie line of T-shirts. At
future solely on my art," he said.
His next "Rough Doggie" shirt
will have a spring break theme he
said. He plans to take them to Florida to see if he can sell his stuff away
from Winona State.
He said he plans to sell 300 of
them at $10 for a profit of $1,000.
This profit he plans to split with
Circle K, a Winona State club. He'll

$10 apiece he hopes to make about $500 to put
toward his next T-shirt design.

only take 30 percent of the profits.
The future? Possibly one more
post-springbreak shirt this year and
probably two or three more designs
next year.
"The thought has crossed my
mind about selling them at other
colleges, but it 's not something one
person can do," he said. "But
anything's possible."

He started designing T-shirts last
year. He created sweatshirts for
dorm floors, T-shirts for a homecoming fun run, danceline competition and various personalized shirts.
Originally he's from Milwaukee.
He spends his summers in Rhinelander, Wis., where he is involved
with a ski club.

Winona Knits moving for easier access
By CHUCK FREDERICK
Editor-in-Chief
In the hopes of increasing business by •
being more accessible to its customers,
Winona Knits has decided to move from 910
E. 2nd St. out to Hwy. 61 near the Hot Fish
Shop.
Mike Pulk, the vice president of operations for the Knits, said he hopes to see
Winona's store as the flagship store for all
others.
"We took a look at our business here in

Winona and large numbers of it come from
people who drive by the town and who are
tourists," he said.
He said he was hopeful that this move
would attract more people who are driving
by on Hwy. 61.
Employee Jo Fritchman, said she has heard'
that most customers are pleased with the
move.
"A lot of them are saying we're a tourist
trade and they like this because well be
easier to find. People now are coming into

town and they're driving around town trying
to find us."
Pulk said, "When we talked to service
stations or the Chamber of Commerce, they
told us they always had people asking where
we were."
Another problem with business at the
present site is the attitude of Winonans toward the store.
"We can't get the people of Winona into
the store," said store manager Liz Wright.
"They just remember us as only a factory

outlet. Going out to Hwy. 61 will hopefully
change that image.
A number of years ago Winona Knits was
just a factory outlet of the Winona Knitting
Mills. Now the store is separate from the
factory.
By making this move and by playing up
the store's values and philosophy, he feels he
will be able to.
See Sweaters, page 6

Getting closer
to the students
Record store moves to Huff to
get closer to its WSU clientele
By CHUCK FREDERICK
Editor-in-Chief

Winonan photo by Dave Rood

Michael Carson, freshman, major undecided,
browses through the compact discs at Face the Music

on Monday evening. The store experienced an increase in business since its move closer to campus.

Making the move from Winona
Mall to Huff Street was a good
decision said Darryl Lanz, manager of Face the Music.
The record store has had an
increase in sales and customer flow
since making the move in August
he said.
"Since we moved here in August, our whole Christmas and
August were real good," Lanz said.

"Sales were even a little higer than
what our owner expected."
He said it is always a gamble
moving a store because you don't
know if your customers will follow you, but in this case, they did.
"We have a steady clientele and
market base and there's always
the worry of them following you,
but they did," he said.
Huff and Sarnia Streets was the
ideal location, he said, because of
See Music, page 6
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THE DEBATE:
Should Winona State's check-in policy be
supported or opposed?
The Winonan's editorial pages have taken on a new look this
week in order to bring you this debate as fully as possible. More
opinions on the matter will be heard at an open student forum at
4 p.m. in the Kryzsko Commons Purple Rooms today.

STUDENT SENATE_

Winonan Editorial Board Opinion

Make the decision on your own, senate
The Winona State University student
senate is facing its first real controversy of
the year. And although it has done a good
job of keeping meetings under control, it
is tiptoeing around the issue with such a
light foot it seems it might forget to fulfill
its duty to students by making a decision.
Sending the question of where the
senate stands on the issue to the students
is a cop out. It is a waste of students' time
and it makes us wonder how much
confidence the senate has in itself.
Students aren't going to be voting to

Guest Opinions:

make a change. They aren't going to be
voting to abolish or preserve the everdebatable check-in policy. They are going
to vote to decide how a body of students
whom they elected feel about the issue.
As elected officials, they should be able to
figure that one out on their own.
At a university where student election
participation is about as popular as
Hitler, it will hurt participation if students know they have just voted for the
way a bunch of people elected as decision
makers feel on a subject.

When the issue came up to the
senators, they asked themselves, should
we support or oppose this thing? Most of
them probably had a good idea how they
felt. A show of hands would have been
the logical next step.
Senate paused, considered its reputation among students, and decided to cop
out. "Let them decide, then none of them
can get mad at us for not feeling the same
way they do."
No, the issue hasn't gone to a referendum yet. But many senators have said

they'd like to see it go that route. Hopefully it won't.
The idea of an open student forum at 4
p.m. in the Purple Rooms today is a good
one. It will give concerned students the
chance to speak either for or against the
issue. It will give senate the chance to
hear first-hand how students feel.
Following that forum, senate should
have enough background on the question
to make a decision. And a decision is just
what it must make.

The following are the opinions of Tracy Strother, a Winona State University security guard, and Dave Ross, a Winona State University student
senator. The Winonan asked these two to write guest editorials for and against the policy.

Support the policy

Oppose the policy

Over the past
few weeks I have
heard various
views concerning
Winona State
University's
check-in policy,
and I have discussed the policy
with students and
staff.
Tracy Strothers
One of the
main functions of
Personally, Tracy
the check-in policy
stands in favor of
is to encourage
the check-in policy.
students to become more responsible and participate in
making their halls more secure and safe.
No administrative policy will be effective if the students it was designed to benefit choose not to cooperate.
That is the reason I am writing this
editorial; to encourage cooperation and
attempt to alleviate some confusion surrounding the policy.
Some people may wonder who was
responsible for initiating the check-in policy.
The Director of Housing reviews and
recommends changes on all policies which
affect the residence halls. Ultimately the
president of Winona State has the final
decision on all policies. A committee of
students, staff and a community member
reviewed the 24-hour visitation policy and
recommended that the Housing and Resi-

I believe that security is very important
for students, but also equally important
are students' rights. I agree that we need to
have some form of security, but the new
check-in policy is not the appropriate form.
There was no true student involvement
last spring. There was a small student task
force set up to look into the 24-hour visitation policy, but this group was not given
the charge to develop a security policy. The
residence halls are established for the use
of students, so it would make sense that the
regulations that effect the residence halls
have student input.
The policy was thrown into effect much
too quickly. Where is the research that
shows we had to go from the policy we had
last year to the extreme that we are at now?
Shouldn't we have set up task forces that
would spend one school year looking into
what would be the most effective way to
deal with the "alleged" problems that we
have in the residence halls?
The policy is also very vague. It is not
written anywhere that the residents of the
dorm have to prove that they live there
when they come in after 11 p.m.. And
where does it say that I.D. has to be shown?
The residence hall guide book only says
that you have to register your guests and
visitors. What does register mean, anyway? How can they say they know who is
in the building when no one has to check
out? I personally feel that our housing
contract has been violated. For those who

dence Life staff should "examine security
policies of other schools, provide as much
security as possible and inform all residents
about the policies" (Summary Memorandum, May 16, 1988).
So why was the policy initiated?
Some court cases show that universities are held accountable for incidents in
their residence halls related to security.
According to College Security Report,
December, 1988, a female was sexually
asaulted and strangled in her residence hall
room at Lehigh College. The building had
been locked. However, a side door was
propped open by students to allow their
friends to get in.
In this case the court ruled the college
had a duty to provide security and was
negligent in performing that duty. That
negligence was ruled the proximate cause
of the student's death. A $25 million lawsuit was brought against Lehigh College
and the case was settled out of court.
Even though Winona State does not
have a high crime rate on campus, it would
be foolish to become slack in enforcement of
security and safety measures.
A complaint I have not heard against
the check-in policy is that it is not working.
A fellow student said, "If this check-in
policy saves one life, prevents one rape, or
deters one assault, then it is well worth the
30 seconds it takes to check in." (Torn
Haggerty).
The policy works! Support it.

signed their con
tract last spring. it
was assumed that
all policies and
procedures
would stay the
same. It is possible
that some students may have
chosen not to live
in the residence
halls if they had David Ross
known that this Personally, David
policy would be stands opposed to
in effect this year. the check-in policy.
This policy violates students' rights to privacy and the
right to privately bring a guest into the
residence halls between the hours of 11
p.m. and 7 a.m. I keep hearing that the
check-in sheet is being covered up, but this
is not happening on a regular basis. Nobody should be able to see the sheets they
are forced to sign, not even a security guard.
This policy has caused a great deal of
friction between students. This, in my opinion, is a waste of valuable energy. If this
policy had been implemented properly, with
true student input and the administration
working together, this friction would not
exist.
We need to dissolve the current check-in
policy, and with students and administration working together, come to an agreement for a new policy.
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Opinion
Students' Opinions - Letters

What I've seen
With all the different things
happening surrounding the checkin policy, I thought maybe I could
help to sort out some things by letting you know what I have seen.
First, there are definitely people
that don't like the policy. And there
are also people that do like the checkin policy.
Secondly, there have been a lot
of reasons why people do or don't
like this policy excessively discussed. But some of the reasons have
been overlooked. With the people
that I've talked to in Conway Hall,
one of the main reasons that they
don't like the policy is because of
the fact that they have lost their
main entrance. Therefore when it's
raining or snowing out, and they're
walking from their parked cars on
Broadway (because of the fine parking at WSU), they get to walk all of
the way over to the Morey-Richards
entrances of the Quad just to get
inside. And when you have to do
this every day for three months of
winter, yes, it is a big deal.
Another discussed reason as to
why the policy is not liked, is because no matter what some people
might say or think, there are some
hall residents that are asked to check
in virtually every time they come in
at night.
And these are just a few of the
reasons why people don't like the
policy that were rarely discussed or
not discussed at all.
Throughout most of the arguments of the policy, I very rarely
heard either side discussing or
trying to find ways to improve the
existing policy, or to find an alternative method of checking in. It was
either go back to the way it used to
be or leave it the way it is. If they
knew that so many people didn't
like the policy, why weren't both
sides brought together to find an
alternative. The check-in task force
that was formed only gave both
sides a time and place where they
could argue. The task force spent
most of its time trying to get rid of
the policy, and not ways to help
make it better or change it. Both
sides did a very poor job of handling the situation. I don't know if I
would have done any better though.
By now, most everyone knows
that the two main reasons that the

policy is not liked are, because of
the hassle of haying to sign yourself
in, and the problems with having to
sign in your guests. I'd like to make
a couple of suggestions on these. On
checking yourself in, you could use
a photo ID. When you get your ID
pictures taken, they could be enclosed on different colored backgrounds according to your residence
hall. White would be for off-campus, red would be for Sheehan, blue
for Prentiss-Lucas and yellow for
the Quad.
The IDs would also have your
hall name written across the top,
like a driver's license. It wouldn't
contain your room number, so if
you lost it, no one could trace you
back to your room. The IDs would
be included in your room deposit,
and at the end of each year you
would get it back for your ID. If you
lost your ID, you'd pay your $5 for
a new one, and your ID would go on
something like a stolen check or
credit card list. With this method,
all security would have to do, would
be to look at your ID and your face,
and then let you pass. They would
also have the room list with them in
case of questionable situations, then
they could ask what room you're in
for proof. I think that this would
speed up the process, and make it a
lot easier on the security guards. If a
picture ID is good enough for police
for identification, why couldn't the
school be satisfied with it?
On checking your guests in, I
really couldn't think of anything
better, but maybe I just didn't think
hard enough.
I have one thing to say about
checking in guests. Last year there
were a number of rapes that occurred within the residence halls.
This year there have been none. The
people that just want to drop this
policy even before they come up
with an alternative policy, had better think about that.
In closing I would like to say that
I am not in favor of this policy as it
stands, but I am in favor of security.
I think this policy would work if the
people so busy arguing about it
would just try to make it better and
more easy to use.

Winonan photo by Torn Maida

Kathy Downey, freshman social science major, signs University security guard Mike Schultz checks her
a guest in Monday night while Winona State in.

Abolish the check-in policy
The check in policy should be
abolished. It is clear from the survey
that students don't want the check
in policy by a two to one margin. So
why then are administrators,
Resident Assistants and security
guards so adamant to insure its
retention? There are many other
questions that need to be answered,
but first we must probe the philosophy of democracy to find underlying reasons for it's institution.
No one disputes the fact that this
policy was contrived without student input. Apparently, if the administration determines there is a
problem, they are free to exploit
expanded parameters to formulate
new policy, making sure students
are excluded from the process on

This letter is in response to the
heated controversy over the newly
established residence hall check-in
policy. I don't feelstudents realize
the
true reason and the advantage
Dave Nelson
of the policy; protection.
Student senator
I have heard many complaints
that residents feel offended and
embarrassed about checking in a
guest after 11 pm. If residents feel
they are responsible enough to bring
portunity to complete the survey. guests (whether they know them
Some Resident Assistants and Resi- very well or not) into their resident Coordinators were surveyed. dence hall room, why can't they be
The Student Senate has re- responsible enough to admit it and
quested statistics and data on vandalism and crime in the residence
halls. According to the Student
Affairs Office it was not available at
the time of request.
The results of the Student Senate/IRHC survey Question #9,
which read "Overall, do you support or oppose the new check-in
policy?" are as follows:
22 strongly oppose
29% oppose
26% Neutral
Chuck Frederick
18% support
Editor-in-Chief
Bill Davis
Business Manager
5% strongly support
The Student Senate Executive
Board

Look to the Winonan next week for the return of Peter Bremer and
Mary Johnson.

cause they are students?
If you support this policy, you
are supporting the by-passing of
domestic processes. According to
one outspoken proponent, "students are unfit to determine whether
the policy is good or not and our
opinion means nothing because the
policy is here to stay."
We are not as docile as sheep and
we are fit to govern ourselves.
Let us not stand by -idle as the
administration and its backers disregard surveyed student opinion
and continue to jam this policy down
our throats.
Dave Spande
Sophomore English major

Policy increases our safety

Clearing the air
This statement written by the
Student Senate Executive Board is
intended to clear up any misunderstandings regarding the check-in
policy survey and related check-in
policy issues. The Student Senate
Executive Board is responsible for
the content of this letter.
The check-in policy survey was
co-sponsored by the Student Senate
and the Inter-Residence Hall Council (IRHC), not by any one particular Student Senator.
The survey was a highly representative student survey. 648 or
almost 50% of potential residents
were surveyed.
IRHC endorsed and participated in the surveying process.
Any resident student who was
in his or her room at the time of the
survey wasgiven a fair and equal op-

any policy that might be controversial. I find this not in accordance
with the basis of American democracy.
The Fifth Amendment guarantees us the right to privacy. No one
can ever sign away anything contained in the Bill of Rights. No contract, not even a housing contract,
can take away these rights. It is no
one's business but your own who
you choose to keep company with.
To require someone to divulge the
identity of any companion is an
absolute intrusion when you have
committed no crime. We shouldn't
punish the whole for actions of the
individual.
Why should students suffer a
reduction in basic rights just be-

Variety Editor
Sports Editor
Photo Editor
Sales Manager
Copy Editor
Asst. Sports Editor

Jane Harton
Glen Gauerke
Dave Rood
Jerry Clifford
Sarah Tews
Jocelyn Roufs
John Nichols

check their guests in?
Without the security presently
available, anyone would be allowed
to wander into the residence hall.
How safe would you feel walking
down the hall to the bathroom late
at night knowing anyone off the
street could be walking down the
hall at the same time?
I hope that it doesn't take a serious crime before residents eyes
open up and appreciate the security
Winona State provides, or is trying
to provide. At a California University in San Diego, a freshman stu-

dent was raped and murder&I in
her residence hall room by a Navy
seaman. As a result the parents of
the girl filed suit against the State
for not fulfilling their liability of
protection on campus.
Our school, by far, realizes its
duty to protect residents and has
done its part by providing this
check-in policy. Don't you think its
time residents appreciate and abide
by the policy?
Maria Fishbach
A concerned student

The Winonan is written, edited, managed, financed and composed by and for the students of Winona
State University, with the university serving as publisher.
The Winonan generates 60 per cent of its income through advertising sales. The remaining 30 per cent
provided by Winona student activity fees as a subscription rate.
The Winonan reserves the right to request verification of the facts from letters written and sent to it for
publication.
Deadline for all copy is Friday at noon prior to the date of publication.
Subscriptions are available from the business manager at a rate of $20 annually. Address all
correspondence to: Winonan, Winona State University, Kryzsko Commons, Winona, MN 55987. Phone
507-457-5119.
The Winonan is a member of, and Is rated by the Associated Collegiate Press with the honor rating of
All-American. The Winonan is recognized annually as an award winning newspaper by the Minnesota
Newspaper Association, the American Scholastic Press Association and the Society of Professional
Journalists, Sigma Delta Chi.
The Winonan is not published during exam periods.
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Music

Monday agreed with Lanz and

the closeness to Winona State
University and the steady flow of
traffic at the intersection.
"Everybody in Winona drives
past here," Lanz said.
"A majority of our business is
from Winona State, so moving
closer was helpful," he said.
Students shopping in the store

said they like the new location.
"I come in here more often
because it's closer," said junior
advertising major Carrie McMahon.
Karen Conner, junior elementary education major, said, "I've
been here more often. You can just
walk here. It's on the way to the
lake and you can stop."
"When you're bored you can
walkover here and waste money,"
said Nikki Frank, a freshman para-

Sweaters

he said of the new location, which
will be very near to Lake Winona.

Continued from page 3

Continued from page 3

Blueprints of the new building
show a picture window large
He looked out his office window enough to be able to see Sugar Loaf
Tuesday morning at a pond and from, and another set of large win' dows on the side of the structure.
overgrowth.
"Our whole organization and the
way we've built it reflects nature,"
he said. "That's kind of our philosophy.

Minnesota Twin, Kirby Puckett, signs a baseball during an autograph
session at a banquet held at Sacred HeartCathedral last Wednesday evening.

A CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
OF MEN AND WOMEN
SEEKING FREEDOM
FROM HOMOSEXUALITY

FOR THE BEST
DEFENSE AGAINST
CANCER, SEE YOUR
DOCTOR ONCE
A YEAR AND HIM
ONCE A WEEK.

FOR A RECORDED MESSAGE
OF HOPE CALL 215-376-4292
FOR LOCAL INFORMATION
CALL MON. 7pm-9pm 452-5832
F

ATTENTION
- GOVERNMENT HOMESFROM $1 (U-REPAIR)
DELINQUENT TAX PROPERTY
REPOSSESSIONS.

"We're taking advantage of a lot
of the natural things that are there,"

Pulk said being so close to the
Hot Fish Shop will help both businesses. An employee at the restaurant said it will be a good move for
them to come out to the highway
because so many people eating there
ask where the shop is.

legal major.
Lanz said a lot more students
come over now than when they
were in the mall.
"We wanted to get out of the
mall because of higher rent and
other problems with the malls that
I don't want to go into," Lanz said.
His new store is about the same
size as the old one he said. The
ceiling is a little lower, but the
room is slightly wider and a hair
shorter.

He said present customers will
follow the store to its new location
because it's not that far from the old
location and the store will be larger
and more picturesque.
Construction of the new building and pond next door will begin
as soon as the "frost comes out of
the ground," and should be complete by June.

Now You Can
Cash-in, out West,
With Your
Merchants
card.

CALL 602-838-8885
EXT. H-7657

ATTENTION
-GOVERNMENT
SEIZED VEHICLES-

FROM $100
FORDS, MERCEDES,
CORVETTES, CHEWS.
SURPLUS BUYERS GUIDE.
1-602-838-8885
EXT. A-7657

ATTENTION - HIRING!

Government jobs your area.
$17,840 - $69,485.

Call 602-838-8885
Ext. J-7657

FREE CATALOG
of Government Books
Send for your copy today!

Free Catalog
Box 37000
Washington DC 20013-7000

He may not look like everybody's idea of a cancer specialist
But there's strong evidence
that your greengrocer has
access to cancer protection you
won't find in any doctor's office.
Like broccoli. Peaches. Canteloupes. Spinach. And other
sources of Vitamin A related to
lowering the risk of cancer of the
larynx and esophagus. Not to
mention sweet potatoes, carrots,
pumpkin, winter squash, tomatoes, citrus fruits and brussels
sprouts.
Vegetables such as cabbage,
broccoli, brussels sprouts, kohlrabi and cauliflower may help
reduce the risk of gastrointestinal and respiratory tract cancer.
Fruits and vegetables (and
whole grain cereals such as
oatmeal, bran and wheat) may
help lower the risk of colorectal
cancer.
In short, make sure you do
what your mother always told
you to do. Eat your vegetables.

AMERICAN
ce CANCER
SOCIETY

We've Headed West...
To make your personal banking
even more convenient, we now
have an ATM on West Service Drive,
next to the Bus Depot. The new
machine will also accept all
of these cards.
We also have ATM's at our Downtown
Drive-up and at Mankato and Sarnia.

lfisaawAl
INSTANT
CASH

(EVPRES1
TELLER

THE BANK THAT SERVICE BUILT
Member FDIC
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Bulletin
Hike the Canyon

Poetry contest

The Outdoor Porgram Center of
Bemidji State University will be
sponsoring a backpacking trip to
the Grand Canyon. Academic credit
available. $775.
For more information call (218)
755-2999.

Poets can now enter a new poetry contest with $11,000 in prizes.
The contest is open until June 30.
Poets may enter by sending up to
six poems, each no more than 20
lines, name and address on each
page, to American Poetry Association, Dept. CT-22, 250 A Potrero
Street, P.O. Box 1803, Santa Cruz,
CA 95061-1803.

Austria trip
The University of New Orleans
will sposnor its 14th annual European Summer School Program in
Innusbruck, Austria during the
summer of 1989. This educational
travel experience, entitled UNOINNISBRUCK-1989, will involve
over 250 college and university
students as well as some 30 faculty
and staff members.
Applicants are already signing
up. Enrollment is limited, so interested students should apply as soon
as possible. For more information
and a full-color brochure, call
(504)286-7116.

Get a job
Summer job seekers can get a
head start with an interview this
winter through Valleyfair Family
Amusement Park's annual hiring
effort scheduled to begin Tuesday,
Jan. 31.
Over 1,200 positions in over 40
job areas are available.
Valleyfair representatives will be
interviewing in Winona on Feb. 14.
For more information, call (612) 4457600.

Computer seminar

Bike aid
Catalogs available
The Student Senate office offers
a wide variety of current undergraduate, graduate and law school
catalogs for reference.
The office is located in Kryzsko
Commons next to the Smaug.

Grad honored
Brad Arndt, a 1984 graduate of
Winona State University, was recently honored as the 1988 salesman of the year for Blue Cross and
Blue Shield of Wyoming.
Arndt was the 1983-84 student
senate president at WSU. He now
lives in Rock Springs, Wy.

Business people can get help
comparing their organization's financial data with industry standards by using a computer program
call FisCal. The program is a computerized financial analysis tool,
and will be the topic of a seminar at
Winona State University Feb. 16
from 2-5 p.m. in the Purple Rooms
Soccer club
of Kryzsko Commons.
The fee for the seminar is $10.
The Winona State University
Seating is limited so pre-registration is required by Feb. 13. To re- soccer club is looking for new
members.
serve your seat, call 457-5088.

The club is open to anyone and
meets every Tuesday from 8-10 p.m.
in McCown Gymnasium. Wear
tennis shoes and be ready to play.
The 1989 International Summer Soccer club jackets are available, for
School catalog and application details call Asif Ansari at 454-1081.

Summer in Norway

forms are now available.
Every summer since 1948 the
University of Oslo International
Summer School has welcomed students, teachers and professional
people to its study sessions in Oslo,
Norway, and this year is no exception.
For more information call Jo Ann
Kleber at (507) 663-3269.

Preview day

This coming summer, the Over-

The Winona State University
Admissions Office will be hosting
Academic Preview Day Monday,
Feb. 6.
The parking lot next to the Heating Plant has been reserved on this
day from 7:30 a.m. to 3 p.m.

seas Development Network will be
sponsoring its fourth annual crosscountry hunger awareness bikea-thon, Bike Aid '89, to raise awareness and funds for self-help development projects overseas and in the
U.S.
People of all ages and backgrounds are encouraged to apply.
Closing date for applications is Feb.
15, 1989.
All interested should apply
immediately to Bike Aid '89, The
Overseas Development Network,
P.O. Box 2306, Stanford;CA 94309.

Energy assistance
The Energy Assistance Program
(EAP) helps low-income households
with winter heating expenses.
People wishing to apply for
Energy Assistance may call their
local EAP agency for an appointment or use the state toll-free no., 1800-652-9747, and ask for fuel assistance.

Circle K
To have fun and help the cornmunity at the same time join Circle
K.
Meetings are held at 4 p.m., every
Tuesday in Dining Room A& B.

BCA
Black Cultural Awareness plans

Aerobics classes

to be a moving organization and
welcomes all who would like to
attend. Meetings are every Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. at Kryzsko Commons Student Affairs room 122.

Winona State's exercise wellness
classes are scheduled every Monday through Friday.
6:30 a.m.- aerobic walk and water
aerobics; 12 noon - low impact aerobics; 5 p.m. - aerobic walk.

Safe and serious fun every
Wednesday night at 8 p.m. in Talbot
Gym.

Fencing club

'

Business seminar
Lenders and economic development persons"ain stay current on
the recent developments in public
financing by attending a seminar
sponsored by the Winona State
University Small Buisiness Development Center.
The seminar, entitled, "Public
Financing," will be held Feb.1 in the
Plaza Room of the Downtown Holiday Inn in Rochester, Minn., and on
Feb. 2 at the Holiday Inn of Winona.
The program will run from 2-5 p.m.
in both locations.
Pre-registration for the $15 seminar is required by Jan. 27. For more
information cal1457-5088.

You dorit need your parents' money
to buy a Yacintosh.

Just their signature.
Which gives you and your parents plenty of time
for youl in just a few weeks.
It's never been difficult for students to convince
to decide just who pays for it all.
There's no collateral. No need to prove financial
their parents of the need for a Macintosh® computer
hardship.
No
application
fee.
at school.
Best of all, the loan payments can be spread over
Persuading them to write the check, however, is
Introducing Apple's
as
many as 10 years.
another thing altogether.
Student Loan-to-Own Program
Which is why Apple created the Student Loan-toOwn Program. An ingenious loan program that makes
buying a Macintosh as easy as using one.
Computer Center
Simply pick up an application at the location
207 Somsen Hall
listed below, or call 800-831-LOAN. All your parents
need to do is fill it out, sign it, and send it.
Aso
If they qualify, they'll receive a check
@1988 Apple Computer, Inc. Apple, the Apple logo, and Macintosh are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc.
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Fishing line, an ice scoop, and a cold beverage are all elements of an ice fishing trip.

Jon Knutson admires one of the crappies he caught Saturday.

,

on uses an auger to drill a hole in the ice covering Lake Winona as Mike sets his line.

Jon Knutson sets the depth on his bobber while Mike Monahan baits his ho,
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Gone fishin'
The wind blew briskly, but
e temperature was warm as
a last rays of sun poked
rough the trees on the top of
2 bluff and worked their way
ross Lake Winona until they
ached the fishermen. They
d arrived late in the afternoon
d were eager to get their lines
The scene which was unfoldg did not resemble the stere-

ypical image people seem to have of ice fishing. It
asn't a small shack with smoke curling out of a
wepipe or a small group of old men huddled
ound a few holes in the ice desperately attempting
keep various extremities operable. It was a group
, students from Winona State determined to enjoy
,mradery, a beautiful January afternoon, and to
tch a few fish while they were at it. This was
minus to the casual observor as two of the guys
'lied a pickup onto the ice and slid an old couch out
e back. Three holes were promptly carved in the
early two foot deep ice, two for fishing and one to
01 the beer. These guys were here to have fun.

The razor-sharp auger chomped its way through the ice a
few more times as more fishermen arrived. Crappies were
soon being pulled from the icecold water. They were nothing
to write home about, but visions
of frying fish could easily be
conjured by taking a look at the
numerous finned creatures exerting their final bursts of energy on the cold ice.
Comparing successes with others seems to be a
natural instinct of many fishermen. This observation
rang true when a fellow's tip-up sprang up nearby.
The one and a half pound walleye he pulled in drew
the admiration of some of the students.
With the darkness creeping in from all corners of
the lake, the temperature falling, and the fish eluding
their wax worms, the fishermen decided to end their
fishing venture for the day. They slid the couch back
into the truck and drove off to finish their beer in a
warm building, leaving their holes in the lake to be
reclaimed by the cold darkness, and become ice once
more.

Staring at his fishing hole, Larry Radler. awaits a bite.

*00~k
With night falling, Jon discusses fishing with a nearby fisherman, Jon Starzecki, from Goodview.

a wax worm.
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Variety
Class and jobs mean lots of work
Students learn
to manage time
By JANE HARTON
Variety Editor

Managing classes and extracurricular activities can be tough
enough. But when a job is added
to the responsibilities, it adds up
to a lot of work, and little free time.
Many students at Winona State
University hold down jobs while
enrolled in the regular 16-credit
class load. Some students work to
cover the expenses of rent, food,
and living expenses, while some
work just because they want to.
With Winona being a college
town, many of the business, particularly restaurants, hire college
students. Papa John's, 529 Huff
St., not only caters to college students, it employs them.
"I hire mostly college kids, only
two of my employees out of 26 are
not college students," said Marc
Jaworsld, owner of Papa John's.
That seems to be the norm for
many businesses around town.
Pizza Hut is another example.
According to manager Linda Mormann, 23 college students are
employed at Pizza Hut right now.
With all these students working, how do they manage to get
their school work done and still
have time for a social life?
The answer is, some don't.
Denise Stangler, junior, elementary education, has a hard time
getting all her stud yingdone when
she comes home from working
most of the da y. Stangler currently
holds down three jobs, but in
February will be working four.
She is employed by Winona
Job Service, and on campus
through work study where she
works in the Learning Center, and
Counseling Center. Next month
she will start her night job again at
Win Craft, Inc. Stangler said managing her time with these jobs and
school work was tough.
"VVorkingdefinitely gets in the
way of my studying. I have the
evening home, but I'm so tired
that I don't get a lot of work done,"
Stangler said.

Winonan Photo by Chris Brooder

Lisa Swanson, a freshman Winona State student works at Chula Vista on evenings and weekends to pay her way through college.

Right now Stangler is averaging about 35 hours a week of work,
along with 12 credit hours.
"I don't want to go over 40
hours a week. I think that would
be too much to handle with
classes," Stangler said. She is
working to pay for rent, a car,
books, and her living expenses.
She said, however, that she would
work at the Job Service even if she
didn't have to because that job
will help her with her career.
Through that job she works at the
Alternate School at the Winona
Technical Institute.
Some students find that having
to work actually helps them with
their school work. Ann Gordon,
junior, nursing, said "It (a job) really
helps me manage my time better."

She works about 20 hours per week
for Home Health Care through
Community Memorial Hospital.
Gordon, like others, said that the
added pressure of a job forces her
into planning ahead in order to get
done what needs to be done.
Cindy Harner, senior, business
administration, has worked at
Country Kitchen since she was a
freshman, and now works part time
in the placement office on campus.
Harrier said she averages about 3035 hours of work per week. She is
working to pay for her living expenses while at school.
Harner said she only works
Thursday through Sunday at the
restaurant and the placement office
schedules her work hours around
her classes. She thinks that managing two jobs and school has helped

Getting a head start in school
By SUE Phi Li SON
Staff Reporter

LeAnn Tillma, a senior at Winona senior high, goes to Winona State University
for free and will probably graduate at an
earlier age than traditional students.
She, along with 18 other Winona State
students are involved in a program called
Access for Excellence.
The program was passed by the Minnesota State legislature approximately four
years ago, and allows juniors and seniors
in high school to experience higher education.
Tillma currently has 24 college credits
and is graduating from high school in the
fall.
James Mootz, Director of Admissions,
said that the high school and the state pays
for the student's tuition, fees, books and
supplies while that student is still officially
in high school.
To be accepted into Winona State the
student has to meet normal Winona State
admission requirements. In other words
he or she must be in the top half of his or her
class.

"Most students in the program are in
the very top of the class," Mootz said. "The
students who do not feel challenged in
high school are the ones who join the program."
"I felt it was a good opportunity for
me," Til im a saidi hated it at high school
when teachers told you to do every little
thing. In college every thing is expected."
She said that high school didn't offer her
enough challenges.
The program does not include private
high schools, therefore Winona Cotter
students cannot enter the program.
Tillma said that one problem is that she
has to register last at Mass Registration.
Mootz said that this causes a problem if the
student can't get in a class that is required
for high school graduation.
Another problem that Mootz sees with
the whole program is the fact that the student could be only 20 when he or she
graduates. He said as an example that if a
student graduates at age 20 with a seconSee Tillma, page 13

her with her classes.
"I'm a pretty organized person,
so I don't have too many scheduling
problems."
Harner enjoys the extra spending money she has because of her
job, and also likes the idea of not
having to rely on her parents for all
of her money. She said the down
side to working is that she hardly
gets any sleep during the weekend.
Hamer is carrying 20 credits this
quarter.
Both students and employees
mentioned the same problem with
mixing school and a job. On occasion it is necessary for students to
miss work on account of studying
for a test or working on projects.
The problems increase greatly right
before and during finals week.
Pizza Hut manager, Linda Mor•
•

mann, said, "Last quarter, when the
finals fell on Saturday, it messed up
the schedule a lot." Students weren't
able to work the normal weekend
hours because of finals, but they are
responsible for getting their own
replacements.
Dick Wedmann, junior, finance,
is employed by Weis Asset Management at the Winona Mall. He
works 20-25 hours a week, and
sometimes has to miss works because of upcoming tests or assignments.
"I worked out a deal with another guy so we can call each other
if we can't come in been use we have
to study," Wedmann said. He works
to pay for school, but said even if
he didn't have to, he would.
see Jobs, page 12

Booth gains rapid popularity
By JANE HARTON
Variety Editor
With spring break fast approaching, students may be anxious to get a jump on their
tans.
This process is made easy by the Video
Vision store located in lower Kryzsko Commons. Owner Dennis Darst recently installed
a tanning booth in the campus store, with
rates much lower than most tanning beds
around town.
According to Darst, the booth in his store
is quicker, safer, and cheaper. One tanning
session costs $3, and students choose how
long they want to stay in the booth.
Darst thinks people tend to like the tanning booth better than a bed because of
sanitary reasons.
"You lay in the tanning bed five minutes
after someone has been sweating in it," he
said. "In this booth, you stand up, and you
can even dance in there if you want," Darst
said.
Darst installed the booth himself, and
added speakers to it. He said students can
bring in their own tapes and he'll play them
while they use the booth.

"As soon as I have to turn people
away I'll put in another booth."
Dennis Darst
Darst said he got the idea from a univei sity in Wisconsin that had installed thebooths
on campus and had made a success of it. He
added that Charlie Zane, director of the
student union, was a big help in getting the
booth on campus.
The store is wired for three booths now,
and Darst hopes to add a second and a third
as needed. The demand for the one booth is
increasing steadily each week.
According to Darst, in it's first week of
operation, only three people used the booth.
Twenty-four people used it during the second week, and 48 people took advantage of
the service during the third week.
Darst said he expects the usage to keep
doubling, creating a need for a second booth
within a few weeks.
"The more the college supports it, the
more booths I'll get, and," he said, "as soon
as I have to turn people away I'll put in
another booth."
see Tanning, page 12
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'Naked Gun' just plain fun
By LORIN DRAKE
Staff Reporter

The Naked Gun is not the type of movie
that calls for a critical analysis of any kind,
neither does it require much of an attention
span to say the least.
It does, however, provide an overabundance of hilarious escapist nonsense served
with a huge grin and a touch of satire.
The movie bears many similarities to
Airplane (1979) in that often times the background action is of far greater importance
than both the plot as well as the actors.
Leslie Nielsen, who played the doctor on
Airplane and can be remembered for lines
like "I am serious and stop calling me
Shirley," returns in a starring role as a cross
between Inspector Clouseau and Magnum
as a Police Squad cop.
Nielsen delivers very well in the type of
straightfaced but sarcastic comedy The Naked
Gun calls for. An amusing opening scene, in
which Nielsen interrupts a meeting of corrupt and delightfully caricatured world
leaders, reassures us that, under no circumstances, should any aspect of The Naked Gun
be taken seriously.
The Naked Gun is comedy taken to an
extreme, an extreme that works well but
may become tiresome at times. The movie
toys with predictability and cliches, abusing
them to such an extent that the satire can
only become obvious.
The result is somewhat of a "Mad Magazine Movie" with Leslie Nielsen as a grace4

eview
fully aged Alfred E. Neuman (sorry Leslie,
but your ears gave it away.)
Priscilla Presley, as Nielsen's romantic
counterpart, performs well in a role for which
she is, sadly enough, well suited. Nielsen
and Presley's encounters provide much of
the movie's comedic farce.
The sexual innuendo between them is
funny at first but does get a little weary after
a while. The script contains some of the most
awful cliches and trite phrases almost to the
point of sheer absurdity and Nielsen and
Presley take full advantage of this.
Thi Naked Gun is , in fact, satire in its
purest form. It ridicules and mocks to no
bounds, but withoutcasting any harshjudgments. It makes fun of soap opera scriptwriting cliches as well as formula T.V. cop
shows and sappy romances.
From this vantage point the movie is
healthy entertainment; it provides us with
the ability to laugh at our own stupidity,
something we can never do enough of.
see Gun, page 12

THE NEW
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Solitaire

Darrell Mancheski, transfer student, prac- solitude of McCown Gymnasium Friday
tices his Tae Kwon Do in the peaceful night.

.

JOB SERVICE
RESUME SYSTEM...

Lost
Gold keychain with a 'G' on it along with four
keys. Lost since Saturday rite in or near Lang's.
If found, bring to Morey office, please.

WELL SEND YOUR RESUME TO EMPLOYERS IN MINNESOTA
AND FIVE OTHER MIDWESTERN STATES:
ITS FREE...COMPUTERIZED...AND MEETS YOUR JOB CRITERIA!
PLACE YOUR RESUME WITH US

COVERS A SIX-STATE AREA

The Resume System is geared for professional,
technical. managerial and sales occupations that are
most commonly recruited over wide geographical
areas. Persons willing to relocate for the right job
opportunity will find the Resume System especially
useful.

Your resume is sent only to areas where you are
willing to relocate—areas of Minnesota or the other
five states served by the Resume System.

...-----,,

ILLINOIS
INDIANA
MICHIGAN
OHIO
WISCONSIN
MINNESOTA

( ,. - A?'111
I3EST i
`........_-/-

..,11..)01111 led pallille

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:
State Job Placement Service
52 East Fifth St.
Winona, MN 55987

. Winona State Placement Office
Gildemeister Hall

Looking for a job
that pays well
and takes
responsibility?
The Winonan is
looking for you!
Be the
Distribution Manager.
Apply at the Winonan
Kryzsko Commons
457-5677

INDIAN BLANKET

,

Special Offer Free Blessing Size 72X90, And
Choice of Blue Or Brown. Authentic Indian
Design Each One Personally Blessed By WISe
Owl, Medicine Man And Chief Drowning Creek
Reservation SlSO. Value For Only S39. Postpaid
Satisfaction Guaranteed, The Only Blanket
Offered To The Public Blessed By Indian
Medicine Man Your Order Provides Help
Urgently Needed By Tribe. Please Write: Chief
Wise Ow', Drowning Creek Reservation, R,2 Box
101, Maxton, N.C. 28364
•

Clinton

STUDIO
1601 Jackson St., La Crosse

Clinton Studio V is proud to
announce the addition of Mark
Rudd to their staff. Mark is from
Madison and brings with him his
extensive experience in black hair
care. During Mark's five years in
hairstyling he has attended several
seminars including Carefree Curl
Workshops. His expertise doesn't
stop there; Mark has been a
hairstylist for several beauty
shows including "Ebony
Expressions," and has had the
exciting opportunity of working
with "Ready for the World."
Mark is looking forward to
meeting you.
For your appointment or free consultation
call 608-784-7585.
•

$5 off for students on any hair service.

HEI 'N LOW TAP
Lunches Served 11:30am - 3:00pm

Imported Beer on Tap
Big Screen T.V.
7th & Hamilton

452-9830
OPEN SUNDAYS

If you're a guy about to turn 18, you need to register with Selective Service at the post office. The
reason is simple—federal law requires it. Registering is also simple. You just fill out a card. It only
takes five minutes.
Why make life difficult? Register with Selective Service. It's quick. It's easy. And it's the law.
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Tanning

Continued from page 10

Winonan photo by Tom Maida

Darrel Kyle, sophomore social science major, and Terry Greenland,
freshman music education major, enjoy the 3-D half-time show
during Superbowl XXIII.

THERE'S
AN ARMYOF CHOICES
OUT THERE.
It's not easy. Sometimes the number of choices you
have seems mind-boggling. But sometimes, when you
know what you want, freedom of choice is a great thing.
Look at today's Army.
There's the Active Army and the Army Reserve. If
you qualify for Active, you serve 2-4 years, choose from
over 300 skills to train in, and in over 80 of those skills
you could be eligible for up to $25,200 in college money.
If you already have a job or are in school, consider
the Army Reserve. All it takes is one weekend a month
and two weeks a year. Plus, you'll learn a useful skill and
earn over $1,200 a year.
Both choices give you career experience, physical
conditioning, new friends, good pay, and a chance to
serve your country. It's all up to you. Call your local
Army Recruiter.

CALL 454-2267
ARMY. BE ALLYOU CAN BE.
LONG

on Hair?

But, he said, "I definitely have
less free time and what little I get I
use for studying."
Lisa Swanson, freshman, undecided, agreed that there is less free
time, but that having a job and
classes helps her manage her time
wisely. Swanson is employed by
Chula Vista, 1415 West Service
Drive, and works about 20 hours
per week. Although she sometimes
has to find someone to work for her
if her classes get in the way, she said
"Chula Vista is really good about
rescheduling." According to Swanson, almost half of the employees at
Chula Vista are college students.
For some students, obtaining a
job can be difficult without their
own tPansportation, but there are
jobs available near campus.
Amy Jaeger, sophomore, undecided, was lucky enough to get a job
close to campus, and one working
right in the dorms. She works a few
nights a week at Papa John's, along
with a desk job in Richards Hall.
Jaeger averages about 20 hours a
week with both jobs, and is carrying
15 credits this quarter.
"I wouldn'tbe working if I didn't
have to, but it doesn't really interfere with my classes at all. It's just a
few hours a day," Jaeger said. She is
using her earnings for school and
spending money.

Gun

continued from page 10

continued from page 11

Darst expects to have the booth
paid off by the end of the year. He
explained that his insurance on the
booth was relatively inexpensive
because of one factor.

The supporting comedic roles
were well chosen and performed.
O.J. Simpson, (bearing a similarity to Dreyfuss from The Pink Panther) as the accident prone victim
of Nielsen's stumbling negligence,
and Reggie Jackson as the Queen's
assassin provide a good amount
of diversity.
The world leaders, especially
Queen Elizabeth, were also quite
entertaining and convincing.
Nevertheless, despite TheNaked
Gun's ability to entertain, it is the
type of movie that is almost instantly forgotten after seeing. All
of the hundreds of little bits that
are included simply become a blur
and all that can be said about the
movie is that it was "funny."
It is kind of like a rollercoaster
ride in that the thrill is great but
extremely temporary.

The timer is located behind the ,
desk, and operated only by the store
clerk at the time. This prevents
someone from staying in the booth
for too long. While paying for the
session, the customer and clerk
agree on a time limit for how long
the bulbs will be on.
In the summer he plans to move
the booths to the main store located
at 722 Bluffview Circle.
Video Vision is open seven days
a week, 2-10 p.m.

BOB WHETSTONE, Prop.

BOB'S
111111111MMI.

BILLIARDS
• 15 CHAMPIONSHIP TABLES •
Pocket - Carom - Snooker

BEER • ELECTRONIC GAMES • SANDWICHES
123 Johnson Street
Commercial Court
Winona, MN 55987

OPEN DAILY
10 a.m. - 1 a.m.
(507) 454-5815

Mee Cum PI= a
1988 Little Caesar Enterprises, Inc. Printed in U.S.A.

YOUR COST OF LIVING
IS GOING DOWN!
Two Small Pan Style
Pizzas w/cheese & one item*

$7.47
Delivered to your doorstep
all taxes included
No Coupon Necessary
*excludes extra cheese

Delivery available 4:00 pm to close
min. del. order $5.00

SHORT on Cash?
$3.25 cuts it...at the
Winona Tech
COSMETOLOGY CLINIC
HOURS: 9 to 4 Weekdays

Phone 452-8752

454-4646
All work by students

W111----

under instructor supervision

Winona Technical Institute
a a,

On
Homer Road

As a Winona State University student you are
entitled to a free 1 X 1 ad each quarter.
Send a message to a friend, sell your stereo, announce
a friend's birthday or anything you want to say in print .
To get yours stop by the Winonan office in
the lower lever of Kryzsko Corry or
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WSU STUDENT - COUPON SPECIALS
COUPON AND STUDENT ID MUST BE PRESENTED AT TIME
OF PURCHASE
3rd & Huff location only

454-6162
Goodyear Double
Eagle Battery

Goodyear Batteries
month
60

49

$

72
month $

59

6

•

95

•Maintenance FREE
•.f,-,tigh Impact case
M111

Tillma

Continued from page 10
dary education major, the possibility of that student teaching
children only 2 years younger could
cause "ethical and moral problems".
Mootz said that most of the
students have a direction as to what
their future holds.

chassis,
Lubricate
brain oil and refill with
up to five quarts of
. major brand motor oil,
and install a new oil filter. Note: special
diesel oil and filter type may result in
extra charges.

$ 12.95

Brands may vary
by location.

$ 6 9. 95

NA,

,.10:::„.

Tillma said that she is interested
in foreign languages and business.
She is not sure where these two
subjects will lead her but said that
she has plenty of time to plan.
After high school graduation in
May, Tillma plans to attend Concordia College/Bemidgi. She will
be in a Total Immersion program
that allows her to get a German
major in just one year.
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Maintenance free
Goodyear's finest battery
Plenty of power to handle all your driving needs.

M

Limited 6 year warranty. ASK for details
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Disc Brake Service
New front disc pads,
repacic- wheel bear
incp, resurface front
rotots.' Conventional
rear wheel drive vehicies, Prices vary for
front wheel drive. Hydraulic service will
be recommended if needed for safe operation.

$69

Limited Warranty for 12 months or 12,000 miles,
whichever comes first.
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LIMITED
TIME
OFFER
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Headlight
Alignment
$799

Power Flush Cooling
System

tannins stump
523 Huff (507)452-7133

Pressure test the entire cooling system
and radiator cap.
Power flush radiator
and cooling system. Inspect water pump,
all hoses and belts, and tighten all
clamped connections. Includes 1 gal. anti-freeze

$

299

Limited Warranty for 90 days or 4,000 miles,
whichever comes first.
I.

WE EMPLOY
TECHNICIANS CERTIFIED BY

LET US SHOW YOU THEIR
CREDENTIALS

Engine Tune-Up

For most cars with Electronic Ignition ystems.

$48
$52 $57
4-cyl.

8-cyl.
Includes comMerized engine performance analysis
• Check battery, starting, charging, combustion systems. Install new spark plugs •
Set timktg • Adjust carburetor where applicable. (Extra charge if removal is necessary.)

Limited Warranty for 6 months or 6,000 miles,
whichever comes first.

*FREE TIRE MOUNTING WITH PURCHASE OF NEW OR USED TIRES
*COUPON AND STUDENT ID MUST BE PRESENTED AT TIME OF PURCHASE
*ALL COUPONS EXPIRE ON 2-18-89

BRAD RAGAN,INC.
Subsidiary of The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company

We Accept
Major Credit Card

r
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Corner of 3rd & Huff
Downtown Winona
Ph. 454-6162
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Oil Filter,
Lube, & Oil Change .
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BRAD RAGAN TIRE & SERVICE CENTER

month$
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Happy 50th Birthday, Chuckles! Love, Jane
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you're still smoking?
U.S. Department of Health & Human Services

EVERY
THURSDAY
ALL DAY
Save on Mega
Margaritas
SAVE THE MEGA WAY

MEXICAN RESTAURANT
1415 SERVICE DRIVE
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Sports
Gymnasts win Men's hoops
Edge out UW-LaCrosse for 2nd
straight Hardee's Classic title
By GLEN GAUERKE
Sports Editor
Improved floor exercise routines

and vaultsboosted the Winona state
gymnastics team to a second consecutive Hardee's Warrior Classic
championship last Saturday in
McCown Gym.
The Warriors again edged out
last year's second place UW-La
Crosse team 173.0-171.35. Taking
third was Gustavus Adolphus College and fourth went to Hamline
University.
Head coach Steve Juaire said he
was pleased with his team's effort
but said the reason why the meet
was so close was because of shaky
balance beam and parallel bar routines.
"I felt we had a little inconsistency on the beams and our inability to finish off on the bars hurt us a
little too,” he said. "That just requires a little more concentration."
Still; the Warriors did what they
had to do to win despite the meet
being their first at home against
some tough competition. "All three

teams have improved significantly
over last year," said Juaire.
The Warriors had several individuals that did well. Freshman
Nicole Setnicker competed in the
all-around placing first in the floor
exercise, second on the bars, fourth
in the all-around and fifth in the
vault.
Setmicker was complemented by
senior all-arounder Katie Dempsey.
Dempsey scored 34.45 and
Setnicker, 34.40. For the second year
in a row, UW-LaCrosse's Kim
MacKrille was first with 35.5.
Setnicker and Dempsey weren't
the only two to carry the team to the
win either. Jennifer Knippel showed
her all-american form on the beam
placing first (9.05) and Carolyn
Tobin backed that up with a third
place finish (8.85).
Besides standout performances,
there were consistent ones that
helped in the victory just as much,
Juaire said. He cited the consistency
of juniors Raquel Yurch and Gina
Vitale. "Those two kind of set the
table for the all-arounder's," said

Juaire. He said that if the team
couldn't count their scores, it would
make a significant difference.
Yurch was pleased with the team
also. "I thought we did an excellent
job except for on the beams," she
said. "That's expected in our first
home meet." Yurch said that a possible reason for the beam mistakes
was because the Warriors usually
attempt more difficult tricks than
their opponents and that leaves
more room for mistakes. 'We'll have
a lot better chance when we play
division I teams because we work at
those tricks," she said.
Juaire said being over excited in
the vault event may have led to
some of the mistakes in the bars and
the beams. "We went into the bars
over excited and I think that put us
on the defensive for the beam and
you can't do that in the beam," he
said.
Juaire found improvement in the
floor exercise. "I was especially
pleased with our floor exercise; we
needed it," he said. ''Our performance spoke well for our program."
•

get NIC split

By GLEN GAUERKE
Sports Editor
For a game and a half, the Winona State University Men's basketball

team played some of its best ball of the season last Friday and Saturday
night. For their efforts, the Warriors split their first pair of home
Northern Intercolligate Conference (NIC) games, losing to the University of Minnesota-Duluth 77-58 and beating Bemidji State University 8360'
AGAINST DULUTH
Against Duluth, the defending conference champs and picked to
win again this season, the Warriors looked as if they were outclassed
when the first half ended trailing, 40-21. The Bulldogs, much taller and
stronger, had consistently pounded the ball inside, and of their 40
points, 20 came on layups or very short jumpers.
"Duluth is very aggressive," said head coach Jerry Nauman. "It took
us a while to realize that we had to play that aggressive."
When the Warriors took the floor in the second half, they did just
that. They hung with the Bulldogs and played them to an even tie, 37-

See Basketball, page 16

Improving

Sluggers
looking
to repea l Lady hoop team loses
2, but don't lack effort
By GLEN GAUERKE
Sports Editor

If any team has the capability
of repeating a fantastic if not over
achieved season, it would have to
be the Winona State University
baseball team.
Last season, the Warriors hada
36-18 record, won the Northern
Intercolligate Conference (NIC)
championship for a fifth straight
year, and earned a trip to the
College World Series by winning
theNAIAarea IV tournament. This
season has all the ingredients to
photocopy last season and maybe
even go further.
The team's main ingredient is
talent. The Warriors lose 13 players from last season, but return 13
more. "We have a lot of kids back
tha t were starters," said head coach
Gary Grob.
"We should be equally good if
not better this season," said Grob,
in his 22nd season. One reason the
Warriors could be better is because
of improved pitching. "Last year
we only had one main pitcher, but
this year we have all our pitchers
back," said Grob. That main
pitcher was John Costello. Costello was the team leader in wins
and innings pitched.
However, the team has the
luxury of looking to other pitchers
for help. Those will include seniors Mark Braaten and Brad Lange.
Hitting the baseball shouldn't
be a problem either for the Warriors. They return All-American infielder, Scott Wanshura and several others. Wanshura, a senior

See Baseball, page 15

By JOHN NICHOLS
Asst. Sports Editor

Pat Neder went on another
weekend scoring binge as the
Winona State University women's
basketball team played some of its
best ,basketball of the year but
dropped two conference games at
Bemidji State University and at
the University of Minnesota-Duluth Thursday and Saturday.
"I was very pleased with how
the team played against two of the
finer teams in our
conference, (Northern Sun Conference-NSC) " said Head coach Alice Simpson. "We didn't start well
in Bemidji but after that I was very
satisfied with our intensity."
The Warriors were the victims
of cold shooting early on Thursday as they fell behind the Beavers
by as many as 20 points in the first
half, but led by the red hot Neder
they managed to close in the second half before bowing 85-73.
Neder had 36 points for the
game (see related story, page 16)
and most of those coming from
the usually unfamiliar 12 to 15
foot range as she sparked the
Warriors comeback effort.
"Pat usually gets most of her
points off the drive and fast break
't was really something to watch
er score so well from the outside,"
said Simpson.
Other Warriors joining Neder
in double figures for the game were
Lisa Parsons with 14 and Julie
Pfannerstill with 10.
Saturday's game at Duluth
promised a great match-up as the
conference's two leading scorers

faced off. Duluth's Dana Kangas
went in as the NSC leader but left
the gym number two as Neder
once again went wild and tossed
in a game high 30 points as the
Warriors played their best game
of the year before losing 88-72.
Falling behind early by 12
didn't phase the Warriors as they
scrambled and fought their way
to being down by only three at the
half to the Bulldogs.
"We executed beautifully on
offense and defense but finally
their depth wore us down," said
Simpson. " They won the game
with their strong bench, we ran
out of gas."
The Warriors grabbed their first
and only lead midway through
the second half only to lose it under
the withering pressure created by
the fresh legs Duluth was able to
put on the floor late in the game.
Other standouts for the Warriors were Pfannerstill who had 13
points and provided much needed
rebounding help and Parsons who
had 10 points and played 'a
ferocious defensive game' •
"It was a great experience for
all our players, especially the
younger ones, to play Duluth so
tough. If we can hold our own
with them we can handle anybody," said Simpson.
The Warriors will take to the
road against NSC rivals Southwest State and Northern State on
Thursday and Saturday.

Winonan Photo by Chris Brooder

Tim Lang, center for the Warriors, attempts this first half slam dunk,
only to have it pop back out. Lang later in the second half made a one
handed dunk after a break away. The Warriors won the game 83-60.
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Glen Gauerke

Superbowl hoopla
far exceeded game
"This is larger than life!"
Those were Dick Enberg's words
just before the start of Superbowl XXIII. Yeah, right Dick. If it
weren't for the fourth quarter of
the game and the on going
scenario of Budbowl commercials, 'would have fallen asleep on
the couch for three straight
hours instead of having momentary lapses.
Find no fault in the players,
folks. All they do is play the
game. Look to the media for this
one. For two weeks nonstop, the
city of Miami, the players and
"beautiful" Joe Robbie Stadium
were the focal points of the
United States. How could 60
minutes of football live up to
two weeks of hype? After all,
how could the 49ers and Bengals
compete with a pregame show
that started at 10 a.m., a first
annual Pepsi talent contest, the
three-D halftime Bebob Bamboozled show, Billy Joel singing
the National Anthem and Bob
Greise tossing that commemora- _
.

When play began, I really
wasn't rooting for anyone, I just
wanted to see a good football
game. I had heard talk all week
about what a great game this
was going to be. After all, the
Bengals and 49ers had the top
two offenses in the league.
Boomer Esaiason was the AFC's
most valuable player and I
couldn't wait for the "Ickey
Shuffle". San Francisco was
favored by seven points because
of its better defense and because
of the Montana-Rice connection
boosted by Roger Craig's
running.
Yet, when the halftime gun
sounded I was in utter disappointment. A 3-3 tie. WOW,
that's exciting. As equally
exciting as those six Budbowl
commercials. By the way, Bud
beat Budlight on a 47 yard field
goal with two seconds left to win
27-24. You should have seen the
kick, it hit the uprights three
times and bounced over! The

"cans in the stands" went wild....
Oh, sorry, back to that exciting
Superbowl game.
I decided to make the game
more exciting for myself by rooting for the Bengals because
they were the underdogs.
Besides, the 49ers blew several
opportunities to score and my
God, the Bengals had lost
Krumrie. According to Endberg
and Ols n, the Bengals could
never even think about winning
the game because Krumrie got
hurt. That was sick. Sure, he's an
all-pro, and a main part of the
defense, but he's not a magician.
Anyway, I did see some
solace in the latter part of the
third 'quarter and in the fourth.
That kickoff return was great,
and the 49ers executed like they
had in the playoffs. Put it this
way; I was so glad the 49ers
made that 92 yard drive to get
the winning touchdown. It
saved some embarrassment for
the media and the teams.
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RESERVATIONS AVAILABLE NOW!

55

Winonan Photo by Chris Brooder

Dan Galvin, catcher for the Winona State baseball team, hits balls to his
teammates during fielding practice in McCown Gyumasitnn Friday evening.

Baseball—
Continued from page 14
broke school records in hits (89),
average (.492), doubles (26), home
runs (20), runs batted in (85), and
slugging percentage (1011). "hay- ing Wanshura back is a big plus,"
said Grob. "When he has to perform he will."
Other Warrior starters returning are senior catcher Dan Galvin
who hit .317, first baseman, Mike
Eckert (.354) and shortstop Steve
Squire (.292).
Practice for the Warriors began
officially on January 10, mostly

• BREAK WITH A WINNER • NO AIR MATTRESSES • CONFIRMED RESERVATIONS •

SOUTH PADRE ISLAND
SHERATON CONDO OR HOTEL, HOLIDAY INN, GULF VIEW OR
LANDFALL TOWER CONDOS • 5 OR 7 NIGHTS

STEAMBOAT
SHADOW RUN CONDOS OR OVERLOOK HOTEL • 5 OR 7 NIGHTS
LODGING-LIFTS-PICNIC-RACE-GOODIE BAG!

DAYTONA BEACH
TEXAN HOTEL AND KITCHENETTES
7 NIGHTS

MUSTANG ISLAND/PORT A.
PORT ROYAL CONDOS
5 OR 7 NIGHTS

HILTON HEAD ISLAND
HILTON HEAD ISLAND BEACH & TENNIS RESORT
7 NIGHTS

DON'T DELAY!

CENTRAL SPRING BREAK

FREE

INFORMATION & RESERVATIONS

11-800-3211-5911
7AM-7PM M-Th, 7AM-5PM Fri, 9AM-5PM Sat, Mountain Standard Time
Reservations may be made by credit card
1111.0:Card
i

0►05(

or you may contact your local Sunchase campus representative or your favorite travel agency
*Depending on break dates and length or slay

aerobic workouts, with the pitchers working downstairs in "the
pit". Right now Grob said he hasn't
set any positions because "it's too
early to tell".
Still, it was hard for Grob not to
reflect on last year, because this
year's team may have the ability
to win that World Series. ""We
surprised ourselves last year. The
kids played cool and relaxed and
that was a credit to them," said
Grob. 'Potentially, I had thought
all along that '89 would be our
year and as it turned out, our
winning came a little early. Everythingwe do this ear is aplus."

SEMCAC FAMILY PLANNING
A confidential, non-judgmental clinic for family planning and
sexually transmitted diseases. • For appointment phone
452-4307 weekdays from 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m.

64 1/2 W. 5th

Graduate Nurses
Nursing Services at Community
Nursing seniors apply now for
Memorial Hospital supports and
positions available upon
encourages the professional
graduation. We offer nursing
nurse to practice his or her
scholarships to Senior nursing
fullest potential. Our
students. Graduate nurses receive
decentralized organization
a competitive salary and benefit
allows nurses much authority
program. To receive an
and responsibility in managing
informational hospital packet
case loads and their own
and video tape, or to apply for
positions (ie. nurses on our
a nursing position or
Medical Unit practice selfscholarship, please contact:
scheduling). An excellent
orientation designed specifically
Rod L. Nordeng, PHR
in each nursing specialty
Human Resources Department
prepares you for professional
(507)457-4307
practice.
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Brush said the team had improved. "We realized tonight that
we could play with the top team in
Continued from page 14
the conference," he said.
37 in the second half. In fact, at
Guard Darren Miller had 16
the 13 minute mark, they had cut points and four assists and guard
the lead to seven with the help of Tom Brown had 10 points. The
Warriors were led by forward Cara boister Gus crowd packed into
ter Glad with 18 points, but Glad
the smaller Talbot Gym.
Junior center Dennis Kindschy had hurt the Warriors early by getting four offense fouls and then a
said the crowd helped. "Everyone
was behind us and that was just technical late in the game.
Glad was Nauman's only disgreat," he said.
The second half performance appointment. "I was very disapgave the Warriors confidence. ."I pointed in his play and his immathought the club gave a good effort turity," he said.
AGAINST BEMIDJI
and really worked hard in the second half,' said Nauman. "We exeAgainst Bemidji the next night,
cuted well and made them make Glad came around and the rest of
- mistakes. I thought we rebounded the team continued its strong play
well for what we had and I thought to win handily, 83-60.
we played up to our capabilities."
The Warriors took control early
Nauman credited several players, and were never behind. At half they
but especially the play of junior led 35-30 and from there held the
forward Dave Brush. "Brush played Beavers scoreless for a six minute
extremely good defense," he said. span and scored 20 straight points.

Basketball-

BRIGHTEN YOUR LIFE!!
MEET THAT
SOMEONE SPECIAL
THROUGH OUR SINGLES
CLUB. INTRO SINGLES CLUB
BOX 3006, BOSTON, MA 02130

RESEARCH PAPERS
16,278 to choose from —all subjects

Order Catalog Today with Visa/MC or COC

Toll Free
Hot Line

800-351-0222
in Calif. 12131477-8226

Or, rush $2.00 to: Research Assistance

11322 Idaho Avo. #206-SN, Los Angeles, CA 90025
Custom research also available—all levels

•

performance. He had 11 points, 10
assists and two rebounds. Tim Lang
and Dave Brush chipped in with 14
and 10 points respectively.
"Everyone we used did well,"
said Nauman. "Our performance
should have made a few people
realize that they saw two good ballgames."
The Warriors take to the road
this Friday and Saturday to play
NIC games against Southwest state
and Minnesota-Morris.

Record shot down
she also topped the Warriors alltime scoring list during an early
Another school record for season game against the Univerwomen's basketball excellence has sity of Wisconsin-LaCrosse.
"Pat is really on top of her game
fallen to Pat Neder, this one for
most points in a single game. It is right now," said women's head
a record that Neder is getting used coach Alice Simpson." In an ideal
situation she shouldn't have to
to rewriting.
Neder's 36 point effort Thurs- score as much as she does, but
day at Bemidji State was good right now we are a little short of
enough to break her own record of scoring punch and Pat has to pull
34 points set during the 1986-87 a little extra weight."
Neder,a junior, is averaging 29
campaign.
The record is the second major points a game in the Northern Sun
milestone for Neder this season as Conference (NSC)

By John Nichols
Asst. Sports Editor
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We survived Spring Break '88.
"Hurricane Gilbert" was just
another Party Animal.
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Monday Night

Taco Night

READY FOR YOU IN '89!
Proud Host of the
1989 Ms. UNIVERSE PAGEANT

Tuesday Night

Spaghetti Night

Open Daily
4:00 p.m.

Wednesday Night

Personal Pizza Night

COMPLETE 1 WEEK VACATIONS
from

%

Ote °‘.

CA

Available Immediately:

Live-in babysitter,
cook for Palm Beach
family. Send resume'
and references to:
NAST CORP.
350 South County Road
Palm Beach, FL 33480

"Our defense was very stingy,"
said Nauman. "When you get the
ball from the D' then you can run
and we really capitalized."
They capitalized on just about
everything.
Glad forgot about the referees
and played a fantastic game, scoring 34 points including 7-8 from
three point land. "He played within
the offense tonight," said Nauman.
"We know he can do it."
There were others who did it
also. Miller again turned in a solid

Watch for new items
beginning sometime
this month.

452-1234

$399!

RT Air, 7 Nites Hotel, Fun,
Parties & Extras!

Also serving Spaghetti, Chicken, Shrimp,
Taco Salads, Sandwiches, and Salads.
*Check weekly for dining room special

Acapulco & Bahamas available from some cities.
Call your school rep today for more info!

Danny (612)938-6574
Or you can also call the Spring Break

Hot-Line at (713)447-1744 for info.

Free Delivery on Winona State Campus
529 Huff, Across from Sheehan HO, WSU.

GIOVANNI'S
cPIZZ A
685 West 5th • Winona, MN
The Best Deal
on the Best Pizza
8 Days a Week!!

Sunday
X-tra Large
Pizza
with 2 toppings
only
$6.95

Monday
Free Cheesebread
with any
Large or
X-tra Large Pizza
at Regular Price

Tuesday
Medium Pizza
with 2 toppings
only
$4.95

Wednesday
X-tra Large
Pizza
with 1 topping
only
$5.95

Thursday
Free Liter
of soft drink
with any
Large or
X-tra Large Pizza
at Regular Price

Anyday
2 Large Pizzas
with 1 topping
only
$9.95

Friday
Large Pizza
with 2 toppings
only

$5.95

Saturday
X-tra Large
Pizza
with 2 toppings
only
$6.95

ASK FOR OUR FULL MENU
TRY OUR
SANDWICHES

454-300ky
••

OPEN FOR
LUNCH!

